# BD Biosciences

## Products:
- laboratory supplies
- laboratory consumables

## Purchasing Method:
- PantherExpress System
- Standard Form

## Contacts:

### REAGENTS DIVISION CONTACT
(DUNS #024230633)

Tim Stewart, Research Reagent Specialist  
800-451-4557 x 1017 | 724-494-9787 | 800-325-9637  
timothy_stewart@bd.com

### INSTRUMENT DIVISION CONTACT
(DUNS #024230633)

Susan Hostler, Instrument Sales Specialist  
724-933-9761 | 408-954-6306 | Susan_Hostler@bd.com

### SERVICE CONTRACTS DIVISION CONTACT
(DUNS #024230633)

Scott Bowers, Service Contract Administrator  
408-954-6014 | 408-954-2603 | ScottBowers@bd.com

## Special Instructions:

The University-wide contract is exclusively with the BD Biosciences segment of Becton, Dickinson and Company.

Orders over $5000 that are placed with the BD Medical or BD Diagnostics segments are not included in the University-wide contract and thus require a [Directed or Sole Source Justification form](#).

---

# University of Pittsburgh

## Procurement Specialist:

Paula Carpinelli  
412-624-6208  
pcarpinelli@cfo.pitt.edu

## Commodity Categories:

Scientific - Medical Supplies

## Programs and Designations:

- Sustainability Program